JR/PRO HOCKEY PROGRAM
SPRING/SUMMER 2020

POWERED BY:

Pantone 2995
C=83, M=1, Y=0, K=0

PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS:
- Individual Assessments
- Individual Strength and Conditioning Programs
- Performance Analysis
- Team Atmosphere
- Personalized Diet Plan and Meal Options
- Bio Steel & TDF Supplements
- On Ice Skills Development
- In House Performance Therapy
- Additional Recovery Options

16, 12 & 8 WEEK PROGRAM OPTIONS

PROGRAM START DATES:
▸ May 4th, 2020 (Up to 16 weeks)
▸ June 1st, 2020 (up to 12 weeks)

Program Strength and Conditioning Coaches

Josh Gillam
Josh is the Owner/Head Trainer
at HybridFHP and developer of
the Hybrid Hockey program.
Josh is the Head Strength &
Conditioning Coach of the
Peterborough Petes, OHL &
Rochester Knighthawks, NLL.
Josh has assembled the absolute
best possible protocol and
personnel team to surround the
athletes with exactly what they
need to reach their full potential
as high performance athletes.

Broedie Birkhof
Broedie specializes in Athletic
Performance training through the
development and implementation of
balanced, periodized and customized
strength and conditioning programs.
Broedie has become a specialist in
barbell work and the coaching of
Olympic weightlifting to all athletes at
Hybrid. With a Diploma in Strength and
Sports Conditioning from Canadore
College and an array of knowledge
from both playing and coaching elite
level sports, Broedie has the
experience and education to help all
summer hockey athletes reach their
potential.

Rianna Poskin
Rianna Poskin, CSCS, MSBA, BSAT,
Certificates in Acupuncture and
Herbal Medicine.
As a former athlete, Rianna played
soccer semi professionally with the
Steel City Sparks in Pittsburgh, PA
as well as captained her NCAA
soccer team at California University
of Pennsylvania. Rianna is
passionate about Long Term
Athletic Development and will be
working with the Junior Pro group
every day this summer.

Program Assessments/Design/Tracking
All athletes have their
own program built
out on our volt
application based on
initial assessments to
ensure they are
gaining the greatest
benefit for
themselves within the
group.

Athletes will be HR
monitored throughout
the entire summer to
ensure they are in the
target zones for each
training block. As well
as maintaining a
regular check on
individual
cardiovascular
function.

Daily metric
tracking for
progress
reporting.

Training Structure

Hypertrophy (HYP)
VOLUME = High
LOADING = Moderate
The Hypertrophy block
is designed to build on
the movement patterns
introduced in Foundation
block, adding load to
increase the
physiological demand on
the athlete's body.
Training on a
Hypertrophy block will
help the body create
new lean muscle tissue,
improving
neuromuscular
efficiency, and increase
their capacity to gain
strength.

Strength Capacity
(STC)
VOLUME = Low to
Moderate
LOADING = Moderate to
High
The Strength Capacity
block provides an
essential bridge from the
high-volume demand of
Hypertrophy to the highload demand of the
Strength block. Volume
will stay around 5 reps
per set, providing the
body enough "time
under tension" to
maximize the
recruitment of muscle
fibers, while allowing for
loads high enough to
stimulate a strength
response.

Unload
VOLUME = Low
LOADING = Low
An Unload block is a lowvolume, low-load block that
allows the body to recover
from the stress of strength
training, while maintaining
and developing
coordination within
important movement
patterns. Unloading is an
essential part of the
periodized calendar
because the slight
reduction in volume and
loading gives the body the
chance to "catch up" in
terms of training
adaptations—meaning
physiological changes have
enough time to fully take
root.

Strength (STR)
VOLUME = Low
LOADING = High
The Strength block is
designed to build lowvelocity strength by
lowering the volume
and increasing the
loading for each lift. By
upping the weights
considerably, the
demand for the body to
produce high levels of
force is increased,
recruiting a maximal
number of muscle fibers
during each lift.

Max Strength (MAX)
VOLUME = Very Low
LOADING = Very High
VELOCITY = Low
The Max Strength block is all
about maxes: maximal
strength, maximal force
production, and maximal
muscle fiber recruitment.
Athletes will lift their heaviest
loads during a Max Strength
block, at times for only 1-2
reps. Because it is essential
to maintain proper form and
complete control over the
weight at all times (in order
to stay safe as loads reach
their maximums).

Speed (SPD)/Power (PWR)
VOLUME = Low/Moderate
LOADING = Low/Moderate
VELOCITY = Moderate (with
control) to High
Power/Speed blocks are designed
to increase the rate at which those
fibers are recruited. Training on a
Power/Speed block will increase
your athletes' muscles' rate of force
development (RFD), meaning they
can lift heavier loads, faster.
Executing their lifts with more
power (at slightly faster speeds, yet
with control) will help develop
speed within established movement
patterns, transferring to better,
more powerful athletic performance
in competition. You will see Power/
Speed blocks in the Prep Phase, as
it gets closer to the start of the
competitive season. And for good
reason: the Power/Speed block is
designed to translate strength into
functional speed for competition.

“Success Through Structure”
Every athlete will have their training structure built out based on their start date and camp dates. We will
custom build the training schedule to optimize their peak output prior to camp.

ON-ICE PROGRAMMING AND INSTRUCTION

Mitch Gillam

Kurtis Foster

Andrew Vernor

Kingston Frontenac's, OHL

Peterborough Petes, OHL

Mike Farrugia

AHL/ECHL Goalie

Head Coach

Goalie Coach & Asst.Coach

Skills & Edge Development Coach

Hybrid Performance Goalie Coach

Hybrid On-Ice Practice Coach

Hybrid On-Ice Goalie Coach

Hybrid has partnered with Mike
Farrugia who will be the on ice
skills and edge work coach. He
will be putting our Junior/Pro
Skaters through various cutting
edge training protocols to
ensure our skaters are at their
peak on ice ability heading into
their respective camps.

All goalies enrolled in the Elite
Program will receive not only
their individual strength and
conditioning programs from our
S&C team, but also, additional
goalie specific coaching from
Hybrid goalie coach, Mitch
Gillam. Mitch will provide ‘goalie
specific’ auxiliary work during
off-ice workouts.

Kurtis Foster will be
facilitating all practice
sessions for the Hybrid OnIce component. Kurtis
brings a new age approach
to coaching our players
through small area and full
ice drills to ensure each
player is game and training
camp ready come the end
of August.

Andrew Verner will be providing
on ice skill and practice
instruction for our Elite Goalies.
Our program is limited to only
six spaces for goalies, which
ensures an excellent coach to
goalie ratio on ice.

Battle For The Hybrid Cup
As part of the on-ice program
players will be divided into 6
teams and will compete in 3-on-3
games each week to battle for
the Hybrid Cup!

HIGH PERFORMANCE MEAL OPTIONS

Hybrid has partnered with Lisa McKay, owner and
operator of Evolv Your Body to provide a dietary option
to our program and to our high performance athletes.
Athletes wishing to add this service to their package, will
meet with Lisa to determine the right meal plan for them,
in order to optimize growth and performance
throughout the summer training program.
Lisa McKay

**Please Inquire for Nutrition Package Details**

Supplements

After realizing that top performing athletes were consuming
products littered with fillers, artificial sweeteners and flavours,
mystery ingredients, and stimulants like sugar and caffeine prior
to and during games and practices, we became dedicated to
developing a new standard of quality for sports nutrition. Our
original Pink Drink, which featured a straightforward, simple list of
clean ingredients engineered to deliver the essential nutrients
needed to power physical activity.
BioSteel’s clean, honest, and effective formulation quickly gained
support and popularity in some of the most prominent pro sports
locker rooms in North America, and eventually drew the attention
of everyday sports nutrition consumers with an eye for quality
products. The legacy of #DrinkThePink™ lives on in BioSteel’s
Sports Hydration Mix.
Today, BioSteel™ is one of the most trusted brands in both locker
rooms and households alike. As the most purchased product in
North American pro sports, it’s no wonder that BioSteel™ is the #1
choice for sports nutrition consumers globally.
Matt Nichol
Former Toronto Maple Leafs
Strength and Conditioning Coach
Original Formulator of Biosteel

&
Athletes are more educated now than ever before
about the impact of their food choices on their
health and performance. As a result there has been
a steep increase in plant based athletes in
professional and olympic sport. TDF Sports gives
athletes a 100% vegan, NSF certified line of
products that is powerful, original and good for
the planet.
Our Hybrid Elite Hockey Program will have access
to this line of products while in our Program.

Dr. Darren Burke
Co-Founder & CEO

TJ Galiardi
NHL Forward
CO-Founder and CMO

CHIROPRACTIC CARE
ATHLETIC THERAPY
MASSAGE THERAPY
FACIAL STRETCH THERAPY

athletes
registered in our
Junior/Pro
Package will
receive a 15%
discount on all
services offered
at Hybrid Health
and
Rehabilitation
*Limited to the Duration
of the Program

At Hybrid we are proud to offer
on-site performance therapy
through our clinic, Hybrid
Health & Rehabilitation. Our
strength coaches work closely
with our clinicians to ensure
necessary modifications are
made to accommodate each
individual athlete and any
injury they may be dealing
with.

All Athletes registered in our Junior/Pro Package
will receive a Promo Code for a Hybrid Team discount
on all services offered at Flow Spa, Peterborough’s
Athlete Recovery Center.
Our Athletes push their bodies to the absolute limit.
Recovery is critical to athletic performance and progress.
This is why we have added a Partnership with Flow Spa as
an option to our program for further recovery of our Elite
athletes. Cutting edge tools and methods for athletic
recovery will keep our athletes in the game and bouncing
back from injury and fatigue sooner.
Flow Spa Offerings Include:
Normatec Compression Recovery
CryoTherapy
Cold/Heat Therapy & Infrared Sauna
Muscle Stimulation
Float Pods

JUNIOR/PRO CATEGORY INCLUDES:
PRO
NCAA
OHL, QMJHL, WHL, JR.A, JR.B, JR.C

FULL PROGRAM PACKAGE
MAY 4TH - AUGUST 23RD
MONDAY - FRIDAY

4 ASSESSMENT, SCREENING & TESTING SESSIONS
94 HOURS OF PERFORMANCE TRAINING
17.5 HOURS OF DEDICATED MOBILITY
24 HOURS OF TRACK/TURF SPEED, AGILITY & CONDITIONING
18 HOURS OF ON ICE PRACTICE

$1997.50 + TAX
*PLEASE INQUIRE FOR OTHER PACKAGE OPTIONS
*PLEASE INQUIRE FOR NUTRITION ADD ON OPTIONS

Limited Spots Available! Please REGISTER to secure your spot for the
2020 off-season! Email holly@hybridfhp.com

PROGRAM PARTNERS

